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 Description  Description 

 NT Cutter BSC-31P, a cutting-edge 36mm jagged Scraper blade that takes your scraping NT Cutter BSC-31P, a cutting-edge 36mm jagged Scraper blade that takes your scraping
tasks to a whole new level of efficiency and precision. Crafted with meticulous attention totasks to a whole new level of efficiency and precision. Crafted with meticulous attention to
detail, this jagged scraper blade features a 53mm blade length, 36mm width, and 0.60mmdetail, this jagged scraper blade features a 53mm blade length, 36mm width, and 0.60mm
thickness, ensuring optimal performance and durability for a wide range of scrapingthickness, ensuring optimal performance and durability for a wide range of scraping
applications.applications.

SpecificationSpecification
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Blade Length: 53mmBlade Length: 53mm
Blade Width: 36mmBlade Width: 36mm
Blade Thickness: 0.60mmBlade Thickness: 0.60mm
Blade Colour: SilverBlade Colour: Silver
Blade Type: SolidBlade Type: Solid
Cutting Edge: JaggedCutting Edge: Jagged

The jagged blade design sets the BSC-31P apart, making it ideal for handling tough scrapingThe jagged blade design sets the BSC-31P apart, making it ideal for handling tough scraping
tasks with ease. Whether you need to remove stubborn residues, adhesive, or debris, thistasks with ease. Whether you need to remove stubborn residues, adhesive, or debris, this
scraper is up to the challenge, leaving behind a smooth and clean surface.scraper is up to the challenge, leaving behind a smooth and clean surface.

In elegant silver color, this blade not only offers practicality but also adds a touch ofIn elegant silver color, this blade not only offers practicality but also adds a touch of
sophistication to your toolkit. Each pack contains two replacement blades, ensuring yousophistication to your toolkit. Each pack contains two replacement blades, ensuring you
always have a backup on hand to tackle any scraping project without interruption.always have a backup on hand to tackle any scraping project without interruption.

The BSC-31P is specifically designed as a perfect fit for SC-1P, SC-2P, and SC-5P models,The BSC-31P is specifically designed as a perfect fit for SC-1P, SC-2P, and SC-5P models,
guaranteeing effortless blade replacement and compatibility. Upgrade your scraping tools withguaranteeing effortless blade replacement and compatibility. Upgrade your scraping tools with
the BSC-31P and witness the transformation of your scraping tasks into seamless andthe BSC-31P and witness the transformation of your scraping tasks into seamless and
efficient operations.efficient operations.

Whether you're working in industrial settings, construction, or DIY projects, the BSC-31PWhether you're working in industrial settings, construction, or DIY projects, the BSC-31P
proves to be a reliable and indispensable tool. Trust in its robust construction and exceptionalproves to be a reliable and indispensable tool. Trust in its robust construction and exceptional
performance to tackle the toughest scraping challenges with confidence.performance to tackle the toughest scraping challenges with confidence.

Equip yourself with the BSC-31P, and experience a scraper blade that combines precision,Equip yourself with the BSC-31P, and experience a scraper blade that combines precision,
durability, and ease of use. Elevate your scraping capabilities and achieve professional-gradedurability, and ease of use. Elevate your scraping capabilities and achieve professional-grade
results every time with this cutting-edge jagged blade. Empower your craftsmanship with theresults every time with this cutting-edge jagged blade. Empower your craftsmanship with the
BSC-31P and say goodbye to scraping frustrations.BSC-31P and say goodbye to scraping frustrations.

Packaged 2 BladesPackaged 2 Blades

Replacement blade for : Replacement blade for : SC-1P, SC-2P, SC-5PSC-1P, SC-2P, SC-5P
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